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Abstract: Both airborne and spaceborne for data acquisition are still going under enhancenment and
innovation, in order to be widely used in many surveying disciplines and applications. Such remotely sensed
data, which can be acquired on different platforms as airplane and satellite, will be the challenge for 3D map
production. Recently, the arising of the new age and era of remote sensing data capture, by using for example
unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and/or very high resolution (VHR) satellites, give the ability for more
researches and investigations. Hence, the paper aims to assess the positional accuracy of both panchromatic
GeoEye-1 stereo images (0.50 m GSD) and a stereopair of aerial images (0.80 m GSD), besides a concise
comparative assessment between them since they are covering a same study area. Test measurements were
performed on a certain study area located on both sets of imagery systems within the same check points in
order to assess and establish their positional accuracy. The results demonstrate the ability for very high
resolution satellite stereo data as a valuable alternative to aerial stereo data, since it delivers 3D positional
accuracy for a selected road network nearly the half much better. Also, the direct georeferencing of VHR
satellites with RPC only without GCP is still limed in applications require high geometric vertical accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION inertial platform, cameras, route planning software, etc.

Non terrestrial surveying methods for data capture delivering high accurate maps, it is much safer to reach
and mapping are the promising challenge in the last two inaccessible  areas   and   the   ability  of  gathering
decades. Actually, there are two main types of these various types of data; for instance, photos and videos
remotely sensed data, which are the active system and the that can be downloaded at once to be used by many
passive system [1]. Active systems such as Airborne users. Moreover and as satellite optical sensor
Laser Scanning (ALS) and Light Detection and Ranging technology progresses, very high resolution (VHR)
(LIDAR) technologies have taken an upturn due to their images from space become available and lucrative for
operability and versatility. However, they are costly in large scale mapping. In fact, VHR satellites are able to
data acquiring and processing due to the big captured capture images of the Earth's surface with a resolution as
data. On the other hand, passive systems such as aerial a ground sample distance (GSD) of 1.0 m reaching the
and satellite imagery are routinely acquired by national level of a few tens of centimeters. For applications
mapping agencies in a continuous cycle, which make them concerned with mapping, cadastral recording, digital
highly suitable for monitoring over time. Both airborne surface modeling (DSM) and route networks, VHR
and spaceborne images are the data sources used in this satellite imagery may offer an accurate and efficient
research. alternative to airborne surveys in its conventional or even

Recently, aerial images are acquired by what is so- digital images of comparable resolution [2]. Therefore,
called drone photogrammetry as unmanned aerial syatem mapping from VHR imagery became a challenging task
(UAS). It is a complete solution that accommodates and has been the focus of intensive research for the last
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) equipped with GPS, decade.

This system  has  many  advantages  concerning
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Fig. 1: Google Earth Scene for the Study Site within the
Selected Ground Control Points

Accordingly, the rapid innovation and enhancement
have had a profound impact on the theory, development
and operational use of these airborne and spaceborne
sciences. These include the Imagery System (new sensors
such as 3D cameras, interferometric SAR sensors and
flash lasers); the Imagery Platforms (UAV and VHR
satellites); and the Imagery Processing (Geographic
Information Syatem GIS principles and software), which
will all be considered as the basic motivation behind the
current study. Hence, the main objective will be the
accuracy assessment and evaluation of both airborne and
spaceborne systems individually, besides a comparative
assessment between them in the field of mapping same
study area.

Study Site: Since the research focuses mainly on a clear
comparison  between  both  aerial  and satellite images,
the study area should be available in both imagery
systems. This condition is achieved  by  selecting a
certain  study  site  as  a part of road network located in
the  ring  road,  Cairo,  Egypt. It is composed of a nearly
flat  segment  with   is   the   highway  Cairo-Suez  road
with  a  variation of  heights  approximately up to 0.50 m.
In addition, four loops act as ramps with a height
difference reaches 10.0  m.  These  variations in
planimetric extents and in height values help to yield a
good  and  efficient  accuracy  evaluation  and
comparison. The whole test area covers a rectangular
region of size nearly 1280.0 m x 560.0 m. Figure (1) depicts
this selected area as captured from Google Earth, with the
position and distribution of the available used ground
control points.

Data Sets: As stated before, the selected test area should
be clearly presented in both imagery systems. Then, the
available data that found to satisfy the same study site
and be used in current research will be investigated and
illustrated in the following subsections.

Stereo Aerial Images: The same study area is also shown
in an aerial stereopair taken by Leica RC30 camera with
0.80 m grid spacing. Again, one of the corresponding
capture aerial images of the study area is shown in Figure
(3). This stereopair may not accommodate with the most
recent technology of UAS for data capture, but it can
offer the required practical comparison between both
imagery systems to satisfy the corresponding main
research objective. Again, one of the corresponding
capture aerial images of the study area is shown in Figure
(2-a).

GeoEye-1 Stereo Satellite Images: The new generation of
commercial one-meter resolution satellite imagery will
open a new era for digital mapping [3]. One of those
satellites is GeoEye-1 satellite that early launched in
September 2008, as a commercial VHR satellite. The
GeoEye-1 sensor was designed mainly  for commercial
use, with Google as one of its most valued customers.
They use the imagery for their Google maps and Google
Earth applications. For the purpose of this study, two
adjacent GeoEye-1 stereopair were taken. These high
resolution stereopair was collected in the same orbital
pass to minimize changes in lighting and/or scene
contents. They are accompanied by the camera Rational
Polynomial Coefficients (RPC) file for georeferencing. One
of the corresponding capture satellite images of the study
area is shown in Figure (2-b).

The full details and specifications of the imagery
systems (GeoEye-1 sensor and Leica RC30 camera)
characteristics during data capture for the study area are
listed in Table (1).

Methodology: The methodology applied here is the
conventional photogrammetric procedures for both sets
of images, to assess their corresponding performance and
accuracy. The main goal of the adopted methodology is
to deliver reliable and objective results through a
statistical analysis of the metric output information. Of
course, the output 3D coordinates are simply obtained by
georeferencing the taken images, which require the
existence of some ground control points (GCP) and certain
mathematical models.
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Fig. 2: Captured Used Airborne and Spaceborne Imagery

Table 1: Characteristics of the Used Sensors (GeoEye-1 and RC30)
Item GeoEye-1 RC30
Sensor Type Satellite Airborne
Sensor Name GeoEye-1 Leica RC30
Product Line GeoStereo CCD-line digital camera
Pixel Size 0.500 m 0.800 m
Sensor average height 684 km 4.680 km
Bits per Pixel per Band 11 bits 8bits
Percent Cloud Cover 0 0
Resolution 0.50 m 1.00 m
Swath width 16.4 km 5.1km

GCP Measurements and Distribution: Four well-
distributed ground control points (GCP) have been
selected within the study area. These points are well-
defined  and  sharp  targets  to be clearly identified in both
aerial and satellite images. The corresponding 3D
positions of these points were determined with a sub-
centimeter accuracy Trimble R3 precise GPS
geodeticreceiver. The illustration of the position and
distribution of all (GCP) within the test area was
previously shown in Figure (1).

Adopted Mathematical Models: This section investigates
shortly the used mathematical models used for
georeferencing the captured images.

Photogrammetric Georeferencing: The well-known
collinearity equation is used to georeferencing the aerial
stereopair to the ground using the chosen ground control
points. It mainly relates the object point, its homologous
image point and the perspective center to be collinear.
The basic idea is to compute both intrinsic orientation
parameters of the camera (IOP) and the extrinsic

orientation parameters of each image (EOP), by using GCP
as a direct method or GPS/IMU as indirect method. The
full details of equations with their corresponding elements
and solution can be easily found in many literatures as [4].

Geometric Satellite Image Correction: Geometric
distortion in satellite imagery is classified into systematic
and random distortion [5]. Ssytematic distortion can be
identified and corrected during pre-launch or in-flight
platform ephemeris. This type requires a priori knowledge
about the orbit parameters, the nature and the magnitude
of the distortion sources during the scene acquisition
time. The random distortion cam not be defined easily and
corrected or even minimized by applying mathematical
relationships between the coordinates of certain points in
the image space and the corresponding ones on the
ground space. This distortion is simply removed by
making each pixel of the image in its correct planimetric (x,
y) location [6].

The well-known Rational Polynomial Coefficients
(RPC) model is used to georeference the satellite image.
These coefficients describe the image position by means
of two third-order polynomial as a function of the ground
coordinates. A set of polynomial coefficients provided by
the satellite imagery vendor is accurately computed from
the rigorous sensor model [7]. RCPs construction depend
also on interior and exterior orientation parameters of the
on board satellite imaging and positioning sensors, that
can be widely used in the processing of very high
resolution (VHR) satellite images [8]. The full details of
equations with their corresponding elements and solution
can be easily found in many literatures as [9].
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It should be noted here, georeferencing for geometric for users to  implement  new  geoprocessing algorithms,
correction using (RPC) is usually applied by two different to annotate or  encrypt  spatial  model  content  and to
methods. The first one takes directly the RPCs from the add new resampling technique. This software finally gives
attached file delivered; whereas the second one is termed an orthoimage from which the required planimetric and
as bias-corrected RPCs in which GCPs are used for the height coordinates can be easily reported and assessed.
refinement of these coefficients to finally yield better Many factors should be considered that affect the
results [10]. This refining method is based on added geometric accuracy of the VHR satellite imagery
complementary polynomial in image or object space to orthorectification, such as the number of used GCPs and
keep the original RPCs constant [11]. Both methods will the used sensor model. Figure (3) depicts the output
be tested due to the availability of the sensor metadata rectified orthoimage for both aerial and satellite
information and the previously-mentioned ground control stereopairs.
points. As stated before, three different study cases are

Criteria of Assessment: In order to satisfy the main aim image stereopair; and the other two will be related to the
of this research, as a positional accuracy evaluation and GeoEye-1 satellite image stereopair without and with
comparison between both airborne and spaceborne ground control points; termed as RPCs only and GCP-
images, a base of comparison should be considered. In Enhanced RPCs. Tables (2) and (3) list the RMS values of
this terminology, a field land surveying for the study area both planimetric and vertical accuracy computed from the
is carried out from the available GCPs using Topcon 712 output rectified orthoimages of all study cases,
GTS total station, for acquiring a corresponding base map. respectively.
Hence, a certain number of check points were selected Concerning the planimetric accuracy, it is quite clear
their 3D computed coordinates from the performed ground from table (2) that, the visual assessment of the
surveying will act as the comparison datum. Accordingly, orthoimagery revealed the very high resolution (VHR)
the statistical parameters, especially the root mean satellite stereopair gives the better results if the delivered
squares  error   (RMS),   of  the  resulted  discrepancies  at RPCs are bias-corrected with GCPs. Its RMSP values
those check points will be the base on which all reflect this finding when compared with the
assessment and comparisons depend. These corresponding ones of the aerial stereopair at all road
discrepancies are simply expressed as the differernce network elements. For example, VHR satellite achieves a
between the land coordinates and the corresponding ones horizontal accuracy nearly equal to 1,0 m (2.0 x GSD)
from both imagery systems and will be the main criteria for compared with nearly 1.6 m (2.0 x GSD) for aerial stereopair
the positional accuracy assessment. in case of straight flat segment. On the other hand and in

It is worthwhile to mention that, some of these check case of ramps that vary in heights greatly, VHR achieves
points are intersection road points, while the remaining accuracy of nearly 1.5 m (3.0 x GSD) compared with nearly
ones are located on road edge spaced by number of cross 3.2 m (4.0 x GSD) for the corresponding aerial stereopair.
sections as a difference between both drawing edges at Moreover, these ramps are better modeled in case of VHR
each cross section. Logically, the spacing in the straight satellites due to the increase in the percentage of
segments is bigger than the corresponding one in the accuracy degradation in case of aerial stereopair, which is
ramps due to the height variation. Moreover, the accuracy nearly the double in aerial stereopair whereas about 60%
assessment will be split into planimetric positional in case of satellite stereopair. Finally, orthorectification
accuracy and height accuracy separately. This is due to using the RPCs file directly given approximately the same
the variation in heights along and amongall road elements accuracy derived from the aerial stereopair.
is somehow big. Moving to the vertical accuracy in table (3), same

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the percentage of vertical accuracy improvements is

The experimental and all processing steps, required straight flat segment. This is obvious from the large
for both airborne and spaceborne imagery, are performed RMSZ values in case of aerial stereopair, whereas the
using Earth Resources Data analysis System (ERDAS) corresponding values of satellite stereopair are nearly
Imagine 2016 software. This release Create powerful new equal in both planimetric and vertical accuracy
analytical recipes such as increasing levels of flexibility assessment for all road network elements.

carried out for orthoimages production, one from the aerial

comments and output can be derived here again, except

higher in case of satellite stereopair, even in case of
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Fig. 3: Final Output Rectified Orthoimage

Table 2: Planimetric Accuracy Measure for both Tested Aerial and Satellite Images 

GeoEye-1 (Space)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RPCs Only GCP-Enhanced RPCs RC30 (Aerial)
------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

Road Segment RMSX RMSY RMSP RMSX RMSY RMSP RMSX RMSY RMSP

Straight 0.285 1.689 1.713 0.141 0.962 0.972 0.210 1.567 1.581
Ramp 1 0.979 2.469 2.656 0.754 1.253 1.462 0.728 2.585 2.685
Ramp 2 1.294 2.612 2.915 1.192 0.794 1.432 0.862 2.480 2.625
Ramp 3 1.786 2.537 3.102 1.129 1.126 1.595 1.596 2.376 2.862
Ramp4 1.848 2.996 3.975 0.937 1.134 1.471 1.235 2.907 3.158

Table 3: Vertical Accuracy Measure for both Tested Aerial and Satellite
Images, Expressed as Root Mean Squares Error (RMS)

GeoEye-1 (Space)
----------------------------------------------

Road Segment RPCs Only GCP-Enhanced RPCs RC30 (Aerial)

Straight 2.236 1.041 1.996
Ramp 1 3.345 1.569 2.875
Ramp 2 3.656 1.624 3.097
Ramp 3 3.869 1.617 3.104
Ramp 4 4.084 1.543 3.582

As a closing remark, the final  reported  planimetric
and  vertical  accuracy  is   still  optimistic since most of
the selected check  points  are  not  sharp  and well-
defined  on   the   rod   edges,   rather  than few
intersection points. Hence, better results concerning the
3D positional accuracy will be expected in case of other
applications such as city maps or urban planning, in
which the check points are easily marked and being more
sharp targets.

CONCLUSIONS

The geometric positional accuracy of any imagery
system, whatever airborne or spaceporne system depends
mainly on the quality of the produced orthorectified
images. The used sensor model for georeferencing affects
greatly the quantitative and qualitative properties of the
final orthoimagery. The Rational Polynomial Coefficient
(RPC) is the common mathematical model to be applied in
case of VHR satellites, whose corresponding resolution
reaches 0.5 m. In this terminology, the impressive direct
RCP georeferencing accuracy attained without GCPsfor
the GeoEye-1 stereopair tested in this research proved the
possibility to be considered, but still limited and may be
avoided in mapping area with greater height variation
since it delivers nearly a positional accuracy of (8.0 x
GSD).

Also, using GCPs for georeferencing as enhanced
RPCs achieves improvements in the accuracy measure up
to 70% than the corresponding one achieved by using
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only the RPCs file directly. This improvement is more 3. Zhou, G. and R. Li, 2000. Accuracy Evaluation of
significant in mountainous areas (ramps) rather than the Ground Points from IKONOS High- Resolution
flat segment (highway). This finding holds true in both Satellite Imagery, Photogramm. Eng. Remote Sens.,
cases of planimetric and vertical accuracy assessment. For 66(9): 1103-1112.
example increasing the acucuracy expressed as RMS from 4. Wendt, A. and B. Dold, 2005. Estimation of Interior
nearly 1.7 m to 1.0 m as a planimetric accuracy and from Orientation and Eccentricity Parameters of a Hybrid
2.2 m to 1.0 m as a vertical accuracy in the flat segment Imaging and Laser Scanner Sensor, ISPRS
and nearly from 4.0 m to 1.5 m as both planimetric and Commission V, WG V/1.
vertical accuracy in ramps.

Finally and as a comparison between both tested 5. Baboo, S.S. and M.R. Devi, 2011. Geometric
output aerial and satellite orthoimagery, spaceborne Correction in Recent High Resolution Satellite
stereo mapping acquired by VHR satellites can be Imagery: A Case Study in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu,
considered as an efficient tool for digital mapping Int. J. Comput. Appl, 14(1): 32-37.
applications. Although the 3D positional accuracy of 6. Samadzadegan,  F.,  P.  Ramzi  and  A.  Abotalebi,
GeoEye-1 deliveed from its orthoimage is nearly the same 2008.   Capability    Assessment    of   High
as the corresponding orthoimage produced from RC30 Resolution Satellite Imagery for 3D Reconstruction
aerial images of (2.0 x GSD) for flat segment, the Using RPC Parameters, Proceedings of ISPRS
corresponding accuracy in the ramps being increased Archives, pp: 889-894.
from (4.5 x GSD) in aerial images to nearly (3.0 x GSD) in 7. Yamakawa, T. and C.S. Fraser, 2004. The Affine
VHR satellite images. This finding will be a main Projection Model for  Sensor  Orientation:
motivation and challenge for future research and Experiences with High-Resolution Satellite Imagery,
applications. Int. Arch. Photogramm. Remote Sens. Spatial Inf. Sci,
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